It is important that we take care of the creatures in our

Being Physical

world. We are taking care of our tadpoles and watching

We will be thinking about other animals that jump.

them grow.

We are going to use our strong legs to jump and

We are thinking about how to care for each other and

pretend to be these animals.

what we can do to help our friends.

We will be getting ready for sports day, and see
how far and how high we can jump.

Literacy– Franklin Frog
Franklin Frog is a story book and an information book.

Franklin moves by pushing away the water with his

Learning @Pre-School

It has lots of facts. We will be looking at other
information books in Pre-School.
We will be finishing our frog lifecycle booklets and

feet. We are going to push cars over smooth and
rough surface to see what happens. Which surface
is easier to push the cars along?

Our Special Words
Grow– When something gets bigger
and bigger.

Being Creative

Push– when you press against

Focus colour -Shade of purple

something to move it away from you.

Frogspawn is like lots of little bubbles. We are

Maths

Jump– when you jump, you bend your

going to blow bubbles and try to catch them.
We will be creating a pond for the frogs to jump

Focus Shape Circles, semi-circles, and spheres

knees and push yourself into the air.
Protect– when someone keeps you

into on the tuff spots.

safe and stops you from being hurt,

We will making playdough frogs with

they protect you.

different colour speckles.

thinking about our frogs who went back to their pond!

Number Focus – Subitising to 5
We will be counting backwards and singing 5 Little
Speckled Frogs, representing each verse with
frogs on a five frame and displaying the numerals

Makaton Signs
Push

We have been looking at our own little tadpoles

alongside.

and watching them change daily. This video shows

We will be playing skittles and thinking of ways to
record scores.
Can you throw the dice and add the
correct number speckles to frogs to match the
number?

The World Around Us

the whole life cycle of a frog
Pull

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FIXoJYbBls0

We are going to go on a minibeast hunt to see
which creatures we can find in our minibeast
hotel, and in our garden.

